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For the latest Club updates and information please check out the club website:
https://svmc.info

The evening sun reflecting off the mud of the river Severn photo by John Sparks
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The Troutbeck fly out  -  by Stephen Sykes

Five flew to the lake district, came back, the end!!.....
Well these write ups can be dull and I imagine no one really reads them so I thought I'd keep 
it brief. Here are some photos! 

   Actually the first photo wasn't worth taking as low cloud and deep clag on the way to Sleap 
airfield just wasn't worth the effort and anyway we were straining to see forward and 
wondering if this was wise. It should have been sooo different. High pressure ,warm air 
flooding in from the continent. Where did the headwind come from? Bumble and Andy Virgo 
were supposed to be eating a fry up by 10 am, waiting for us to arrive at Sleap. None of us 
arrived there until 12.00 pm !! However we did see an Anson take off . Which was nice!

   Rossal field is confusing. We decided to drop in for a cuppa . I spotted a flexwing on the 
runway. Relief! Found it. Hang on, there is a grass strip 3 fields to the right. Hmmm. Which 
one is it. No wait, there's a third in-between them .Double Hmmm.. Turned out it was the 
middle strip and the other two are entirely separate. Just to add to my confusion, Rossal field 
is also called Tarn farm . Anyway they were northern and friendly so we had a nice visit. 
Obviously no photo again here due to general bewilderment. 

     Third and actual photo is Troutbeck from the air. A new airstrip and very pretty it is too. The 
runways are not unlike Eastbach except with sheep and with more downhill bits. Andy Virgo 
took to it like a duck to water and claimed the inaugural Troutbeck troupe trophy as he pulled 
off his best landing of the weekend. ( We called ourselves the Troutbeck troupe by the way) 
On the other hand, ours was the classic dead cat bounce, or at least a cat that was very 
under the weather!
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  Next should be the photo of the pub which is practically adjacent to the airfield , but we must 
have been in too much of a hurry to fill ourselves with beer and very passable grub, to 
remember to record the occasion. 
       Another picture we probably should have taken was of the airfield owner, Roger Savage, 
a gyrocopter instructor and proud Yorkshireman who laughed alot and seemed to quite warm 
to us. He has already fitted a proper toilet and kitchen area in the new hanger which is more 
than we expected. So all positives!! 

Wow, real photos, the troupe lined up after a rather cool damp night . The mountain in the 
background is called Blencathra and is for sale if you've got a spare £1.75m.  Also a view of 
the happy campers enjoying the early morning sun.

    Before heading home we visited a pretty airfield 15 mins to the east called Glassonby . 
Brian landed 1st and took some quality videos of what were quite exceptional landings by the 
rest of us in  very testing crosswind conditions. Sods law, the newsletter can't publish videos. 
(Note from editor - Upload any videos to Youtube, The Airscrew can publish links to 
videos and does so regularly, please send me the link and I’ll put it the next edition)   
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Here's a photo of Bumble’s plane outside the clubhouse.

    We left Glassonby and made our way home via Ince. 
     That's it really. No more pictures but I'd like to say to anyone still reading i.e Myron, Brian , 
Jon and Andy, it was great to have a quick adventure after Covid restrictions and before the 
season ends again. Thanks to each of you .

 Ps, Thanks to Jon Davidson for tracking us from Gloucestershire via pilot aware. It was good 
to know you had our backs.

PPS, When passing Hawarden inside their radio mandatory zone , it's a very good idea to be 
in contact with them, preferably by radio!!! ........Andy 
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Photo/Video Gallery

Photo from John Sparks. 
Approaching to land at Doynton 
on Tuesday 21/7 - his first flight 
since lockdown.

Lyndon Griffith has been busy this last month with 4 videos submitted

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mM4Sl79mzs0

https://youtu.be/0GWRx1FMQv4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JVbV8BjXw8&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wtd22UEnNAM

https://www.flickr.com/photos/egbj/albums/72157715224423881
Over Farm flyin 2020 by Dave Haines - check out this superb collection of photos
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Continuing on from the May edition here is the 2nd part of Ed Well’s article 
describing his trip to Canada 20 years ago.
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Special thanks to everyone for their photos and articles.

Please send any future contributions to the Airscrew to the Editor Pete Smith at:
email: jellylegs56@hotmail.com       Tel:- 01594 562545

For the latest Club updates and information please check out the club website:
https://svmc.info

HANGAR at OVER FARM
One place available at Over in own hangar for 3axis or Flex.

Phone Rob on 07831 237353

For Sale
 Huawei MediaPad M3 8” Tablet

 

This is approximately 18 months old and has only been used in my aircraft with Sky Demon 
and Pilot Aware.

I can deliver and install/configure applications for the new owner as required.

Its been all around Florida and Europe and works just fine.

 £100

If interested please contact Jon Ingram 
Tel: 07813 042656 or email hplgloucester@gmail.com
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